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Abstract— This paper present an new authentication method on
Wimax Security. Now a day’s, it is hot research point for
telecommunication and computer network. Wimax considered the
security issues during the design of the protocol. Wimax does not
deployed widely to the evidence of threats, vulnerability in real
situation. Security is very essential for any communication
network. Security support is even an important to protect the users
as well as network. Wireless medium is available to all, the
attackers can easily access the network and the network becomes
more vulnerable for the user as well as network service provider.
This paper discusses all the security issues and also discusses the
authentication design based on cryptography in the end.
Keywords- Mobile Wimax, Security vulnerability, Hash chasing
and authentication.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The family of IEEE 802.16 standard is also known as
Wimax and has produced high expectations from hardware
vendors and internet service provider. Wireless network have
brought about major development in the way, the
information is shared between individual to individual,
individual to business and business to business. Which are
yet too solved? We discuss security as protection of data
being transmitted over a wireless networks. It is an important
to know the problems that security systems need to address.
These needs are confidentiality, integrity and authentication;
these are defined as follows-Confidentiality-it allows only
that the intended legitimate recipients to read encrypted
messages. Integrity-it is referred to as ensuring that another
party has not altered messages after it has been sent.
Authentication-it makes sure that parties sending messages
or receiving messages and have the right to undertake such
actions. The wireless signal is transmitted through
electromagnetic waves, which cannot be physically
contained. Wimax builds on the security problems of 802.16
wireless networks and was developed to solve most of
wireless shortcomings, especially security and long distance
connecting coverage [1].
Adding mobility of standard through IEEE 802.16 makes
the attacker’s life even easier. This need to maintain a
secured state while a mobile SS moves between BSs
introduces new vulnerabilities. An attacker could forge new
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frames and capture, modify and retransmit frames from
authorized parties. The design must therefore also provide a
data authenticity mechanism. Interference and distance could
allow an attacker to communicate with two authorized
parties who cannot communicate directly with each other,
and reorder and selectivity forward frames. Thus, design
must detect replayed frames. Can resend a valid, already
send frames unmodified. Also provide a data authenticity
mechanism.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY OF WIMAX SECURITY

It was analyzed in many papers, especially in[2] where a
lot of security vulnerabilities are outlined when the
publication of the mobile Wimax amendment, most of these
vulnerabilities were solved. The security of Wimax was
analyzed by a few papers, such as in[3] that examined in the
3-way TEK exchange and the authorization process and it
could not find any security leak. Also [4] analyzed the key
management protocol. It analyzes software. This is also
discussed that the interoperation with other protocols could

Figure 1. Wimax Security Framework
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be a security problem, if these protocols have lower security
characteristics. As that the Figure 1 shows the framework of
the Wimax Security system.

III.

AUTHORIZATION AND AUTHENTICATION

It is an essential issue for wimax security. In which, the
entire IEEE 802.16.Security design is the lack of a BS
certificate. The only way to defend the client against forgery
or replay attack is to replace the standard’s authentication
scheme with a scheme providing mutual authentication.
Mutual authentication is required for any wireless medium.
The PKM authorization protocol that manages it possesses
vulnerabilities. The IEEE 802.16 design’s lack of a mean for
authenticating the BS to the SS leaves the PKM protocol
open to replay attacks.In a replay attack, the SS can not
verify that any authorization protocol messages. It receives
when generated by an authorized BS.The BS is responsible
for authorization protocol responses it sends to an SS using
entirely public information, So any rogue BS can create a
response. Requiring the SS to authenticate to the BS can
eliminate this vulnerability.
It is an essential issue for wimax security. In which, the
entire IEEE 802.16.Security design is the lack of a BS
certificate. The only way to defend the client againstt
forgery or replay attack is to replace the standard’s
authentication scheme with a scheme providing mutual
authentication. Mutual authentication is required for any
wireless medium. The PKM authorization protocol that
manages it possesses vulnerabilities. The IEEE 802.16
design’s lack of a mean for authenticating the BS to the SS
leaves the PKM protocol open to replay attacks. In a replay
attack,the SS can not verify that any authorization protocol
messages. It receives when generated by an authorized BS.
The BS is responsible for authorization protocol responses it
sends to an SS using entirely public information, So any
rogue BS can create a response. Requiring the SS to
authenticate to the BS can eliminate this vulnerability.
The authorization protocol subjects the SS to reply
attacks. The simplest way to represent such an attack is to
require the SS to generate a random challenge in the
authentication protocol, and the BS to include the challenge
in the state it returns authenticating itself to the SS. Arelated
problem is the protocol failure to allow participants to
distinguish one instance of the protocol from another. It will
become an important as IEEE 802.16e facilitates mobility
and roaming. By exchanging public random numbers,
participants can uniqely identify the protocol instance as the
4-tuple BS’s certified identity, SS’s certified identity, BS’s
public random number for this instance. Participants could
use this information to tie key management protocol
instances to the governing authorization instance.
Atlast, this protocol assumes that certificates are
correctly issued-that is no parties with different public or
private key pairs are certified to use the same MAC address.

If this condition not met, each party can masquerade as the
other.The specification should explicitly call out its
assumptions that every certified MAC address is distinct[5].
The key management and encryption portions of IEEE
802.16 security offer no assurance because the security of
both rests on the authorization protocol’s correctness.It
failure demonstrates that securty algorithms can not be
transferred from one of the content to another without great
care.
IV.

DATA SECURITY

Data protection is very important in the Wimax
network. When transferring data from one place to another
place. In which, the scheme’s failure to protect against
forgeries or replies, the most serious threats against any
wireless data protection scheme. Encryption only read
protects the WMAN channel; it doesn’t protect the channel
from writes, even by someone without the encryption
key[7].
Few protocols also exhibit a severe error in its use of
encryption. IEEE 802.16 uses DSE in CBC mode.CBC mode
requires a random initialization vector to secure the
scheme[5]. But IEEE 802.16 uses a predictable initialization
vector. Correcting this problem requites generating each per
frame initialization vector randomly and inserting them into
the payload. Although this increases the encryption
overhead, no other alternative exists.
Recently it has been demonstrated that secret keys can be
generated by a completely different method[5], as well. It is
based on synchronization of network by mutual learning.
The secret key is generated by the dynamics of a complex
physical process, namely the competition between stochastic
attractive and repulsive forces which act on the weights of
the two dynamical systems which synchronize by mutual
signals have an advantage over an attacker E which can only
synchronize by listening to the exchanged signals[8].
V.

DATA PROTECTION

In which, the IEEE 802.16e amendment recently adopted
AESCCM-that is ,AES in CCM mode, as a new data link
cipher.CCM13 combines counter mode encryption for data
confidentiality with the CBC-MAC for data authenticity.
Hence correct use of AES-CCM addresses the most
fundamental deficiency in the original data protection
scheme the lack of a data authenticity mechanism.
Designers choose AES-CCM for a variety of reasons,
including its use in IEEE 802.11i and subsequent scrutiny.
The US national institute of standards and technology has
indicated that CCM will become an approved mode of
operation for AES.CCM protects associated data, which lets
the encryption scheme protect GMH. No intellectual
property claims have been made against CCM.
AES-CCM requires that the transmitter constructor a
unique nonce, which is a per packet encryption randomizer.
Consistent with the IEEE 802.11i solution, IEEE 802.16e
inserts a packet number into each MPDU to ensure each
nonce’s uniqueness. A receiver validates that received
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packets correctly decrypt under AES-CCM and have an
increasing packet number.
IEEE 802.16i also describes AES in ECB mode to
replace the triple-DES key wrapping in the PKM protocol. A
better choice would be NIST’s AES key-wrap algorithm[6].
VI.

CONCLUSION

research work by giving us there timely suggestions and feed
backs on our research work.
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